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MINUTES OF IOSCS MEETING

Friday, October 25, 1974
The Washington Hilton, Washington D.C.
Room 325 (L. Chevy Chase)

SBL/International Organization for
Septuagint and Cognate Studies

Programme

Professor J. W. Wevers, President of IOSCS, presiding:

"The hapax legomena of the Book of Wisdom,"

James M. Reese, St. John's University

"Levi and Jochebed in the Septuagint,"

Saul Levin, State University of New York at Binghamton

"The Lucianic Text of Amos,"

George E. Howard, University of Georgia

"The Greek Psalter: A Question of Methodology and Syntax,"

Albert Pietersma, University of Toronto

Business Meeting

Called to order by the President, Professor J. W. Wevers.

1. Minutes of the Chicago meeting of IOSCS, on November 10, 1973, were approved as recorded in Bulletin 7, pages 3-4.

2. Report of the President

a. Dr. Emanuel Tov has accepted the appointment of Editor in Chief for the Septuagint Lexicon (on the condition that adequate funding can be arranged).
b. An Advisory Board for the Lexicon Project has been constituted:

P. M. Cross, M. H. Goshen-Gottstein, R. Hanhart, J. W. Wevers (Chairman).

3. Recommendations of the Executive Committee

a. That the present members of the Executive Committee continue in office for a new term of two years with Professor Howard being responsible solely for the editing of the Bulletin.

b. That Professor Eugene Ulrich be appointed Treasurer of the IOSCS for a term of two years.


Acceptance CARRIED

5. Item of Information: IOSCS is scheduled to meet (in conjunction with the 9th IOSCS Congress) in Göttingen in 1977. A Special meeting is planned in the city of the Septuaginta-Unternehmen.

The meeting was adjourned at 5:15 p.m.

Albert Pietersma
Secretary

FINANCIAL REPORT

International Organization for Septuagint and Cognate Studies

October 31, 1974

Balance on Hand November 8, 1973 566.90

Income

Subscriptions 215.92
Edinburgh Conference 81.00

Interest on Savings 18.64

Disbursements

Postage 41.13
Bulletin Publication (for 1973, #6) 76.16
Edinburgh Conference 41.00
Bank Service Charge 4.05

162.34

TOTAL 882.46

Balance on Hand October 31, 1974 720.12

George Howard, Treasurer

AUDITOR: Bob Sellers, Research Associate
Institute of Government
University of Georgia

Walter H. O'Briant, Associate
Professor of Philosophy
University of Georgia

NEWS AND NOTES


Professor M. J. Mulder, Amperestraat 48, Badhoevedorp, The Netherlands, has kindly accepted the task of receiving payment for the Bulletin ($2 per year) from all members living in the Netherlands. Newsletters of related interest to IOSCS members may be obtained...
from the following addresses: (1) W. E. Aufrecht, Editor, Newsletter for Targum Studies, Department of Near Eastern Studies, Victoria College, Toronto, Ontario MSS 1K7, Canada. (2) Newsletter of the Pseudepigrapha Group, c/o James H. Charlesworth, P. O. Box 4735, Duke Station, Duke University, Durham, North Carolina 27706. (3) Newsletter of the American Schools of Oriental Research, 126 Inman St., Cambridge, Mass. 02139. (4) Newsletter of the Thesaurus Linguae Graecae, University of California, Irvine, Irvine, Calif. 92664. (5) Newsletter of the Philo Institute, Inc., McConnick Theological Seminary, 800 West Belden Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60614.

From a "Report on the Ethiopia Manuscript Microfilm Library" by W. Harrelson (circulated by the Pseudepigrapha Group): "Over 3,000 manuscripts have been filmed. In recent months, several ancient and rare manuscripts have turned up from northern Shoa province and from Wollo province. The most valuable material is only now coming to light, it appears." A catalogue of the materials thus far acquired is being prepared by Dr. Macanber of the Monastic Manuscript Microfilm Library, St. John's University, Collegeville, Minnesota.

From the Minutes of the IOSCS Executive Committee meeting October 25, 1974: Professor Michael Stone indicates "that the Synod of Bishops of the Armenian Church has decided, in some sort of collaboration with the Armenian Academy of Sciences, to proceed to the preparation of collations for an Old Armenian Version....The importance for Septuagint Studies lies in the fact that the results of the undertaking, though leaving a lot to be desired due to the methodology employed, will be far superior to the Zohrab edition of the Old Armenian Version."
BODINE, W. Reports that he is revising his 1973 Harvard Ph.D. dissertation for publication. It concerns the Greek recensions of the Book of Judges.


FERREE, P. Reports that he is "secretary for twenty-one colleagues in the Islamic world, charged with an inquest into the Vocabulary, as rendered in Arabic, of the Greek Bible, known to them through Vulgate only. He mentions a work entitled: "Arabic retroversion for Hatch-Redpath vs Latinization via Jerome-Aquinas."


MARTIN, M. Reports preparation on an OT lexicon based on the LXX, Peshitto, Targums, and Vulgate.


STONE, M. E. Reports: (1) Armenian and Biblical Studies containing many matters of text critical interest is now mostly typeset.


SEPTUAGINT ABSTRACTS
From the IOSCS/IOSOT Meeting, August 17, 1974, Edinburgh, Scotland: George Howard
"Septuagint Variants Reflecting a Hebrew Vorlage." The paper illustrates a number of variant readings within the LXX ms which reflect an alternate Hebrew Vorlage to that of the accepted LXX text. Often where the majority of witnesses accurately translate the text of MT a variant (sometimes late) will reflect an extra-masoretic Vorlage. The implications of this are examined regarding the origin of LXX and the nature of its transmission.
N. Fernández Marcos

"The Barberini Text of Habakkuk III Reconsidered." The author analyzes the background of other parallel texts and the phenomenon of the Targums in regard to the problems raised by the presence of the Barberini Text in Hab. III. After a study of the witnesses of the Barberini Text he compares it with the LXX-text, the Targum of Jonatan to Hab. III, the Greek fragments of Qumran, the hexaplaric witnesses (especially Symmachus), the Lucianic recension, the Coptic versions and the Vulgate. He concludes:

The serious questions raised by the presence of the B-text in the LXX-history are far from being solved: did the translation of B extend only to this song or to the whole book of Habakkuk, to the Minor Prophets or only to the hašṭarot read in the synagogue's liturgy? Why is it preserved only in Hab. III, in some ms close to the LXX-text? At what time was it placed in these ms together with the Septuagintal text? One thing seems clear: in the preservation and transmission of this text external factors like its frequent use in the liturgy and its early circulation independent of the book of Habakkuk have been influential. This is shown by the fact that in the Pešer Habakkuk from Qumran, chapter III does not appear at all.

About the translator, who must remain anonymous, the analysis shows, from the vocabulary and the technique of translation employed, that he belongs to the school of Symmachus. Perhaps he is connected with 'o Ἐκκιατος, but we hardly dare to suggest this when we take into consideration the few remains of this translation we have for comparison. Field has also mentioned another translation which has no affinities with LXX, Ἐκκιατος. But we cannot decide anything certain about its relationship with B because of its limited number of quotations preserved. Therefore we prefer to consider the B translator as belonging to the Symmachus school. But we ought to think, as in the case of Aquila or Theodotion of the 'devanciers', of a non-unified Symmachus in accordance with Jerome's reference to a twofold edition. The witness of the mss and ancient writers who, from time to time, attribute to Symmachus two or three different readings for the same biblical passage, points in the same direction.

With respect to the provenience of B, Asia Minor must be preferred rather than Egypt as suggested by Good. The ancient witnesses to the version of Symmachus and the contacts with the Lucianic recension, already noticed, point to this locality. The date of the translation is more difficult to determine. Nevertheless, even though the text looks very ancient, it is posterior to the Septuagint and is not the original text as Thackeray thought. We place it somewhere between the end of the Second Century B.C. and the end of the First Century A.D.

Concerning the problem of a twofold text in some late books of the Septuagint, in relation to Hab. III, we must conclude, from our interpretation of the B text, that it does not affect the Lagardian hypothesis on the LXX-origins. Accordingly we place it in the textual tradition of the younger versions of the Bible, particularly in the school of Symmachus.

T. Murakawa

"Syntax of the Pronouns in the Greek Genesis." An attempt was made to show how the translator of Genesis tried to resolve the conflict of the two forces, occasionally of discordant nature, namely
that of the source language (Hebrew) and that of the target language (Koine Greek). Seven items were chosen for close examination:
1. nominal clause and copula, 2. personal pronouns in nominative in verbal clause, 3. tonic forms 'ευθύς, 'ευθός, 'εύς, 4. position of possessive μου, ους etc. in relation to their substantival head, 5. omission of possessive pronouns, 6. possessive adjectives, 7. verb and its pronominal complements.

Angel Schen-Badillos, Judit Targarona

"Some Contributions to the Text-History of the Greek Judges." The group glæw (KZ), recognized in Judges years ago, previously was labeled the "true Lucianic group" or was not studied at all. Here are the main conclusions of our analysis: 1. It is a text-group with a very definite personality clearly different from irwq (Befrusz) (close to the αἰτίες recension), A, Gabcx Syr (the Origenian recension), MSHy2, and dptv. 2. Theodoret employed in Judges a text which is very similar to that of glæw; we can call it Antiochian or Syrian. 3. As a study of the passages under asterisk or obelus shows, it is very likely a prehexaplaric text, with some later additions. 4. Often in the least recensed readings it conserves much from the Old Septuagint. 5. It is not identical to the Old Septuagint, however, since it has small natural corruptions, and contains a free reenactment or revision of the text of the Primitive Septuagint, exclusively in accordance with inner-Greek principles. It is a very expansionistic text, with pluses which may be of Jewish (or Jewish-Christian) origin. Its stylistic changes are also very important, in morphology, syntax and vocabulary, with a moderate atticistic tendency. 6. We cannot speak of a true recension. We see no proof of the existence of a "proto-Lucianic recension" of the Septuagint of Judges. The cases of free translation or reenactment are very clear. 7. The group seems to have no connection with the martyr Lucian, but is much older; only group dptv shows similar characteristics to those detected as Lucianic in the full sense (posthexaplaric) in other books. In the so-called "Lucianic materials" of Judges, we may speak of three different layers: a) Old Septuagint, b) early free stylistic Jewish, c) posthexaplaric recension (dptv).

Raija Sollamo

"Some Improper Prepositions, Such as enopion, enantion, enanti, etc., in the Septuagint and Early Koine Greek." The scholar who seeks to know what kinds of translations the books of the Septuagint are has two different tasks. He has to compare the Hebrew Old Testament with the Septuagint and find out the translation technique used by each of the translators. But he must also consider what was the standard of the Greek language used by them. He has therefore to examine contemporary Koine Greek in all known documents and literary genres. My article concentrated on this comparative task. In the first plan I outlined some principles of the comparative work. I stated that contemporary Jewish Greek is too narrow a basis for reliable comparison. It is necessary to go through the extant contemporary papyrus material, all inscriptions, historical, philosophical, and scientific works, poems, and so on; or at least to take a selection of these. The main stress of this kind of
comparison should lie upon the time when the Pentateuch was translated.

A merely statistic study, which registers how many times a certain word or construction appears in the Septuagint and in the Koine elsewhere, is not enough. The context with all its components must be observed carefully, in order to find out the exact meaning of the word or expression and to define its syntactic relations.

According to these principles I dealt with some so-called "improper" prepositions (ἐνάντιον, ἐνάντιον, ἐνάντια [ἀνάντια, ἀνατάντων], ἐναποθέου). Finally I refer to Vedus Testamentum in which my paper will be published in a year or so.

From the SBL Pacific Coast Section April, 1973, Oakland, Ca.; April, 1975, San Jose, Ca.:

Daryl Schmidt

"Linguistic Clues to the Structure of Septuagintal Poetry."
The "structure" of a biblical passage is usually discussed in terms of its content. However, linguistically, the structuralist looks behind the content to the interrelationships of the parts of a given system (word, phrase, sentence). The implications for critical methodology have been developed in various directions, but never with the emphasis on linguistics, per se. Such an emphasis would be most applicable to poetry, because of its succinctness.

In contrast to the diachronic pursuits of Dahood, structural analysis focuses on synchronic linguistic features. It is the pattern of these features which will give us a linguistic structure of one category of poetry. The model chosen in Ps 88 (LXX), for both its significance and the mistreatment it has received by biblical scholars.

The dominant linguistic features of this psalm are clues to its tri-partite structure of I praise (2-19), II recitation (20-46), III petition (47-52):

I (2-5, 6-16, 17-19) II (20-30, 31-38, 39-46) III(47-49,50,51-52)
voc., fut., because... Then, aor.
voc., fut., because... If, subjv.
voc., fut., because... But, aor.
voc., present
voc., impv.

(It can be noted that 'diapsalma' is always located at the end of one of our sub-sections.) The parallelism usually observed in poetic lines is seen here to be characteristic of both the sections (case and tense) and the total structure of the poem.

This basic structure can be verified in the early "odes" in the LXX: Exod 15, Deut 32, Judg 5, 2 Sam 22, 1 Chr 16, and in the book of Odes. A three-part pattern can also be found in IQS, the Akkadian "Hymn to Ishtar," and especially in Greek prayers from Homer on.

"Servant-Sensitivity in the LXX of Jeremiah. A Significant Translation Pattern." J. G. Janzen's work on the text of Jeremiah isolated each variant reading from the LXX and offers plausible explanations of MT errors and expansionism. However, a more comprehensive view of the LXX and MT texts can reveal a pattern in the differences. The pattern focuses on the 'bd' stems in MT and how they are handled in LXX. The three occurrences of 'Nebuchadnezzar, my servant' are the most notorious examples (LXX never has 'my servant'). Moreover, there are eight instances where a clause
or verse is missing in LXX containing the verb 'bd when the object is the enemy or the King of Babylon (17:4, 25:14, 25[34]:7[6], 13, 14, 17, 28[35]:14); two cases have a shift in meaning (25:11, 40[47]:9) and seven times 'bd is rendered by ergazesthai, when the object is the King of. Babylon or stranger (27:6, 9, 11, 12[34:5, 7, 9, 10], 28[35]:14, 30[37]:8, 40[47]:9). Elsewhere, douluein is the usual translation (including 2 Kg 25:24).

What level of textual history would have produced such a pattern: MT vorlage, LXX vorlage, or translation? Qumran fragments represent both MT and LXX vorlage, so no simple answer is available there. In addition, there may be other patterns ('faithless one' is applied to Israel four times in MT and 'false sister' four times to Judah, whereas LXX completely reverses the pattern).

What social context provides the best explanation for the pattern of disagreement? The hypothesis offered here is that the LXX translator[s] of Jeremiah reinterpreted the servant terminology in the light of his own contemporary theological perspective, in the spirit of Maccabean repulsiveness against servitude to a foreign power.

Further use of the LXX to reconstruct isolated textual variants must be cautioned against until more attention is paid to a methodology which recognizes the LXX as a translation text with its own Sitz im Leben.

---

THE GÖTTINGEN SEPTUAGINT
J. W. Wevers, University of Toronto

The editor of the Bulletin has asked me to give a brief statement on the origins of and present status of the Göttingen Septuagint project.

Paul de Lagarde (born Paul Bötticher in 1827) was named Heinrich Ewald's successor as Professor of Oriental Languages in Göttingen in 1869 where he remained until his death in 1891. His monumental works not only as "father of modern Septuagint Studies" but as general orientalist as well have been appreciatively though critically reviewed by his student and disciple Alfred Rahlfs in Paul de Lagardes wissenschaftliches Lebenswerk im Rahmen einer Geschichte seines Lebens dargestellt, Mitteilungen des Septuaginta-Unternehmens IV, 1, Berlin 1928.

Lagarde's plan for reconstructing the original text of the Septuagint was based on his acceptance of Jerome's statement in the Prologus in Paralipomena and quoted in Contra Rufinum II.27: Nunc vero cum pro varietate regionum diversa ferantur exemplaria...Alexandria et Aegyptus in Septuaginta suis Hesychium laudat auctorem. Constantinopolis usque ad Antiochiam martyris laudat exemplaria probat. Mediae inter has provinciae Palæstinæ codices legunt, quos ab Origine elaboratos Eusebius et Pamphilus vulgarunt: totusque orbis hae inter es trifaria varietate compugnant.

Lagarde accordingly believed that the original Septuagint could only be critically restored after the three ecclesiastical recensions had been isolated (and published). He then with typical impulsiveness and industry proceeded to the collation of two Vatican mss. known
to be Lucianic in the books of the Kingdoms and published his Librorum VT Canonicorum Pars Prior Graece in 1883, i.e. Genesis through Esther, which Rahlfs quite rightly called "der größte Fehlschlag Lagardes." Fortunately Lagarde did not proceed beyond this.

After Lagarde's death the work was continued by his follower Alfred Rahlfs. In 1908 the Septuagint Institute (Septuaginta-Unternehmen) was established under Rahlfs' direction by the Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Göttingen for the express purpose of collecting materials (i.e. photographs and microfilm of Septuagint mss. and of other related matters), making propædeutic studies (such as the MSU series), and eventually publishing critical texts with full apparatus designating textual recensions and families in the same way as had been the practice for the NT text.

The Institute at Göttingen, now under the able guidance of Robert Hanhart, is undoubtedly the most complete repository for Septuagint materials in existence. It still operates on the upper floor of Lagarde's home on the Friedländerweg with a number of student assistants who under Herr U. Quast systematically collate all known Septuagint mss. up to the time of Gutenberg for a given book or books. After a ms. has been collated by a collator, the collation is systematically "revidiert" by two collators. Any difficulties of collations are noted and discussed in a series of notes to the collation. Eventually when all mss. for a given book are finished the collation books are handed over to the editor who then adds his own collations of papyri, the versions, and patristic citations. Separate studies are made by the Göttingen Institute together with the editor of the materials for the second apparatus, that is of the non-Septuagint materials in the mss., catenas and the patristic writers. The editor then makes his studies of the text and its history. He alone is then responsible for the establishment of the critical text and the apparatuses as they appear in the published volume. By "critical text" is meant the earliest form of the text which on the basis of the collations and of our knowledge of the Greek used in the Alexandria of the third to first centuries B.C.E.

The first critical text published by the Akademie was Maccabaeorum liber I by Werner Kepller. (Rahlfs' own Psalmi cum Odys of 1931 is not really a fully critical text.) After his lamented death during the Second World War the work on the "apocryphal" and later books has been carried on by R. Hanhart, whose Macc II appeared in 1959, Maco III in 1960, and his Esther in 1966 and Esdræ liber I in 1974. He intends working on Judith and/or Tobit as his next contribution to the project. Just before the outbreak of the Second World War appeared the first volume by the outstanding Septuagint scholar of our day, Joseph Ziegler, viz. Isaías in 1939. Successively from his pen there appeared Duodecim Prophetae in 1943, Exequiel in 1952, Daniel, Susanna Bel et Draco in 1954, Jeremias, Baruch, Threni, Epistula Ieremiae in 1957, Sapientia Salomonis in 1962 and Sapientia Iesu Filii Siraç in 1965. Since then he has among other things been working on Job and Proverbs. According to recent reports from Göttingen Job is nearing completion and we may with some confidence expect to see the crown of Ziegler's labors on that difficult but magnificent book.
Of interest to Septuagint scholars will be the status of Maccabaeorum liber IV. The collation had been completed in the thirties, and the editorship assigned. An incomplete ms. with notes has long been at the Institute and awaiting reassignment. Fortunately Willem Baars of Leiden offered to complete this as a labor of love, and we can in due course expect a meticulous and excellent edition from him.

My own work on the Göttingen Septuagint began in the summer of 1966 when I visited Ziegler in Würzburg and Hanhart in Göttingen. My Genesis appeared in 1974 together with the Text History of the Greek Genesis, MSU XI, 1974. My Deuteronomium edition has now been completed and the ms. is in Göttingen. It should be going to Press this year. The volume "Text History of the Greek Deuteronomy" is currently being written and should be finished by the end of the summer. I shall then begin work on Numbers, which will hopefully be followed successively by Exodus and Leviticus.

The Institute at Göttingen has progressed far beyond the rather simplistic plans of Lagarde. The volumes thus far published demonstrate the complicated nature of the text groupings within the manuscript tradition. Furthermore it is now completely clear that textual loyalties change within individual ms.; one cannot even refer to Codex Vaticanus as the oldest prerecensional witness, of 19-108 as Lucianic, or of 82 as Hexaplaric. They are such in some books, but not necessarily in others. Thus B is hexaplaric in Isaiah, 19-108 become Lucianic in the Book of the Kings, and 82 joins them in becoming Lucianic. The Hesychian recension still remains unidentified; the Lucianic cannot be identified in the Pentateuch, and even the best known recension, that of Origen, is in certain books, e.g. Chronicles, difficult to isolate. On the other hand distinct textual families obtain in various books which seem to have no particular recensional base.

What is now abundantly clear is that we can never return to those days of Swete when the text of Codex B was reprinted, errors and all, and manuscripts were collated to it. No NT scholar would dream of accepting such a text, and there is no good reason for Septuagint scholars to do so either.
theory of recensional development. This theory was adopted as a working hypothesis for the dissertation because of its apparent success in unraveling other OT textual problems. It was not adopted, however, as if presumed to be a priori true or pronounced true by scholarly consensus. The dissertation is both a partial test of that hypothesis and an effort to build a broader base for further testing.

A survey of the history of scholarship (chapter I) dealing with the Lucianic text tradition and Josephus illuminates three points.

(1) Sebastian Brock's carefully worked dissertation establishes the Lucianic text form of 1 Samuel (preserved in the minuscule books) as a recensional text already in its present form in the early fourth century, and describes the characteristics of that Lucianic recension.

(2) Jerome's witness against the Lucianic and proto-Lucianic text forms is indeed valuable testimony both despite the fact and because of the fact that it is negative criticism.

In quo illud breuiter admoene, ut sciatis aliam esse editionem, quam Origenes et Caesariensis Eusebius omnisque Graeciae tractatores wov-—id est communem—appellant atque uligam et a pleisique nunc Haudvetor dicetur, aliam Septuaginta interpretum, quae et in ężoọọọсли codex reperitur et a nobis in Latinum sermonem fideliter verae est et literosolymae atque in orientis ecclesiis dequantur....
principles and argumentation of Origen and Eusebius, considered
(a) that the original Septuagint had taken two forms: the variedly
corrupt koine Septuagint and the (restorably) incorrupt hexaplaric
Septuagint; (b) that the Masoretic Hebrew text that he knew in
his day was the primary criterion for the correctness of the original
Greek text; and (c) that the editio which in his day was termed
"Lucianic" was already known to Origen as the koine Septuagint.

In response to Jerome: (a') The underlying unity of the Old
Greek translation and the Lucianic recension has been reconfirmed
by Brock. (b') The movement which climax in Origen has giganti-
cally confused the transmission of the original Septuagint of
Samuel by attempting to bring it into conformity with the inferior
Masoretic text, when its original form was much closer to the
superior (see below) Palestinian Hebrew tradition. (c') Therefore,
the discredited koine, or proto-Lucianic, "Septuagint" is a valuable
witness to the original text of Samuel rather than a actus corrupita
edito.

The proto-Lucianic text is a fact; the question is its rela-
tionship to the Old Greek: is it identical with OG, another Old
Greek, the OG "plus or moins abâtardie et corrompu," or a
revised form of the OG which "consists apparently of a light
sprinkling of readings derived from the Palestinian textual family
of the type found in the three Samuel manuscripts from Qumrán, to
which the Old Greek was sporadically corrected"? I find a series
of revisions in the early stratum of the L tradition (see under
chapter III below). Thus, Brock's dissertation argues strongly
against Barthélemy's dispensing with the recensional character
of the late stratum of L, and the revisional material documented
by the present study argues against his dismissal of the early
stratum of L as "la Septante ancienne, plus or moins abâtardie et
corrompu."

(3) The third point clarified in the history of the problem
is that Rahlfs' criticism of Mez, though widely accepted, cannot
be allowed to stand. Mez' study, pointing to an urlucianische
Vorlage for Josephus' Antiquities V-VII, was short, limited, and
ground-breaking. Rahlfs' analysis was comprehensive, detailed, and
carefully researched, thus advancing as a Goliath against a mere
David. But with regard to the theory behind this collection of
readings, the decision must go once again to the little David.
One example must suffice from each of Mez' series. For the first
series, consider Mez' reading #120 (= 2 Sam 10:6 // 1 Chr 19:6 =
Ant. VII.121):

2 Sam 10:6 M ἴνα ἔχῃ πλήρη πάντως
G ἐμμοσσάνως τὴν Εὐρων
L μισθούντων τοῦ Εὐρων
1 Chr 19:6 M ἴνα εκούσῃ ἵνα ἴδῃ τὸ ἐπάνω τοῦ μεσοποταμίου
GL χιλία ταλαντα ῥαγικου τοι μισοσασσά
κοιλοποιεῖ τον Εὐρων Μισσατόμανος

Mez includes only the proper names from Samuel, thus leaving
out of consideration the important "1000 talents" and "Mesopotamia"
in both J and Chr but "not in Sam." Still he includes this as
proof that J = L on the modest basis of Εὐρων, which J has mistaken
for the name of the Mesopotamian king.
Rahlfs counters that J is following Chr here, for only Chr names Mesopotamia and specifies the "1000 talents." Besides, Chr G has τυρώς in 19:10,12. Accordingly, J is not reflecting L of Samuel; rather, he is dependent upon Chr!

Thus far one must agree with Rahlfs over Mez. But a fragment of 4QSam\(^2\) is extant for 2 Sam 10:6-9, most fortunately preserving three words (only at the end of its first line: §33 725 768! This little lettered leather scrap disproves Rahlfs and limelights Mez as correct (but for insufficient proof), by showing that the "1000 talents" was in the text of Samuel, but only in the Palestinian tradition of Samuel, from which Chr derived the detail.

From Mez' second series Rahlfs accepts two of the ten proofs. In all but one of the rejected cases Rahlfs' reason for rejection is not that J ≠ L but that other mss besides L display the given reading, therefore J could have derived the reading from any of those disparate mss. Rahlfs' statement is true that each of those seven rejected readings taken individually does not prove that J used exclusively a proto-Lucianic Vorlage. But the seven are solid Lucianic readings, the only common denominator is L, and it approaches the absurd to say that each time J has a variant he is dependent upon a different ms. For example,

- in Mez #L J = B Jουπζά 2ε2ε2 ≠ M ANrell OL
- in Mez #LXIV J = bοπζα 2ε2ε P ≠ M BM ANrell
- in Mez #LXXIV J = bοζ 2ε2ε OL C\(^{NN}\) ≠ M BM ANrell \(^{CM}\) C\(^{BLS}\).

According to Mez, this coaxes the conclusion that J = L, for L is the solitary text tradition that could consistently ground J's readings. Interpreting Rahlfs, even though in ##LXII and LXIII (which are exclusively Lucianic) J must have used L, J could have used B in #L, could have used P in #LXIV, and could have used C in #LXXIV.

While it is very likely that the biblical text of the historian Josephus became dotted with marginal readings embodying corrections, variants, parallel references, etc., it baffles the most elementary canons of elegance or concinnity to argue that a historian would predominantly select his data through a random sampling of texts differing in text affiliation (B), language (P), and biblical book (Chr), when it can be shown that all his data could derive from one single source. Should assent be still hesitant, let 402 רככ יספ be remembered.

Chapter II lists the plus, minus, and variant readings in which 4QSam\(^3\) agrees with G against M. There are 124 such readings in sections α ββ (1 Sam and 2 Sam 1-9), 14 of which are quite striking examples. There are 19 readings in section δγ (2 Sam 10-24), but these are all from the Old Greek substratum of the K\(\alpha\)ig Recension (KR), not from the properly K\(\alpha\)ig recensional stratum. This yields a total of 143 readings in which 4Q = G ≠ M.

One example (2 Sam 7:23) which can be briefly listed displays G without variant following 4QSam\(^3\) exactly in a clear and certain error, while the Targum and the Peshitta follow M. Chr (1 Chr 17:21) passes over this mistaken word in its Palestinian Samuel Vorlage, and the Old Latin clearly echoes the G error:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>4Q</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>181:23</td>
<td>יִסְפָּה</td>
<td>לָאֵלָה</td>
<td>לָאֵלָה</td>
<td>לָאֵלָה</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter III presents the 4QSam\textsuperscript{a} agreements with the Lucianic textual tradition against M and G. Eight readings were isolated in sections a--p, 7 of which show clear agreement of 4Q and L where M has a different reading and where OG has yet another reading. Now the L text shows consistent dependence on the OG of Samuel, exhibiting at least two types of attempt to revise OG.\textsuperscript{11} In these 7 instances, nevertheless, OG does not stand in need of revision, and yet L revises, with 4QSam\textsuperscript{a} as the unique basis for those revisions. This forces us to go beyond Brock's tentative suggestion that the 4Q-L agreements "might rather be explained as original readings preserved only in L, but corrected to the (proto-)masoretic norm in the rest of the LXX tradition (pre-hexaplaric),"\textsuperscript{12} and to admit proto-Lucianic revisional activity at least, and possibly recessional activity.\textsuperscript{13}

A further 27 agreements between 4QSam\textsuperscript{a} and L were found in section by, though at this point it is often methodologically difficult to distinguish as OG text from a proto-Lucianic text in by. The 35 4Q-L agreements raise the total to 178 readings in which 4QSam\textsuperscript{a} agrees with the OG/PL, or pre-KR, form of the Greek Version.

Chapter IV presents and evaluates the evidence contrary to the pattern 4Q = G ≠ M. Out of 69 readings analyzed as possibly contrary, only 24 emerged as valid instances in which OG/PL is independent of the 4QSam text tradition.

An example of OG independence from the 4Q tradition can be seen in 1 Sam 15:29 (= Ant. VI.153):

The Hebrew tradition is sound. OG had the expansion, as in N++. Word order shows that, as often, εὐσεβ. = κήρ; αὐτός obviously refers to αὐτός, and is the subject of the two following verbs ("For not like man is He, to change His mind; he [= man] makes threats and does not abide [by them]"). The αὐτός in BA+ is thus the truncated remains of an erstwhile plus; one would not simply add αὐτός alone here, and it is not coincidental that αὐτός is the subject of the addition inserted precisely here! Josephus read the plus and incorporated it (εὐσεβ. and the whole positive clause about human inconstancy), thus confirming its age.

The plus was later excised in revision toward M — but the cut was not clean, BA+ carelessly retaining αὐτός (erroneously for κήρ). The late Lucianic edition did the final, clean surgery, yielding a text carefully revised back to M. (Note the marginal censure in Πμ against the late Lucianic addition "ὁ αὐτός τοῦ κήρ" earlier in the verse: τὸ ὁ αὐτός τοῦ κήρ πορ συνέχει μείζων τῷ εὐσεβ. This reading, strengthened by several similar examples, is important in that it shows us a rarely demonstrable phenomenon: an OG plus excised to conform to the shorter hebraica veritas.)
Chapters II, III, and IV confirm the usefulness of the Barthélemy-Cross hypothesis of recensional development. Due to the random aspect of the surviving fragments, there can be no accuracy in statistics; but, though unfocused in details, the general picture provides a quite definite impression. Samuel fragments are extant for 29 chapters of α ββ and for 14 chapters of βγ, or approximately twice as many chapters in α ββ as in βγ. The ratio in chapter II of 124 readings in the 29 chapters of α ββ to the 19 readings in the 14 chapters of βγ is roughly 3 to 1. 4Q is three times closer to G in α ββ than it is in βγ. Barthélemy’s thesis, that the ex has undergone revision toward M in βγ, neatly explains this shift in results.

The ratio in chapter III of 27 4Q-L agreements in the 14 βγ chapters to 8 4Q-L agreements in the 29 α ββ chapters, is roughly 7 to 1. This, plus the conclusion of the previous chapter, lends strong support to the Barthélemy-Cross hypothesis that G in βγ is the Kaïge recension of the CG/pL text, and that the CG/pL text there is to be sought basically in mss 800 900 942. Furthermore, the two elements of this 7:1 ratio both argue against Barthélemy in favor of Cross concerning the Lucianic tradition. For almost all the α ββ readings are pL revisions, and the fact that the rate of 4Q-L agreements rises 700% in βγ also suggests that the L text there is a revisional text, not a degenerate and corrupt text.

The 24 readings in chapter IV for which the Vorlage of CG differs from 4QSam³ are sufficient to establish that the Hebrew text which was used in Egypt for the pristine Greek translation of Samuel was distinct from the Palestinian Hebrew text tradition.

But the ratio (7 1/2 to 1) of 182 cases of G agreement with the 4Q tradition to 24 cases of G disagreement with 4Q demonstrates a significantly closer affiliation between the Egyptian and Palestinian traditions than between the Massoretic tradition and either the Egyptian or the Palestinian tradition.

Chapter V then shifts its gaze to the passages in Chronicles which parallel the 4QSam³ fragments. 4QSam³, as a text of Samuel, naturally agrees frequently with M of Samuel against Chr. An important relationship is highlighted, however, when the 4Q/M disagreements are viewed from the perspective of Chr and the Chronicler’s source. Chr agrees with M of Samuel against 4QSam³ only twice. In contrast, Chr agrees with 4QSam³ against M in 42 readings, some of which are quite striking. The reading presented above in Mex’ defense is just one typical example of the Chr agreement with 4QSam³ against M of Samuel. Two observations point to the old Palestinian text of Samuel (not the text of Chr) as the root of this 21 to 1 ratio of 4Q-Chr agreement. First, the 4Q-Chr agreements are mostly original Samuel readings corrupt in M, or narrative expansions typical of the Samaritan Pentateuch and the Palestinian textual tradition in general. Secondly, none of the 4Q agreements with Chr either betray characteristics commonly associated with the Chronicler’s specific interests or display new types of 4Q variation from M due to the fact that Chr now provides a parallel. Thus, 4QSam³ is not a late conflation of an old Samuel text of the Massoretic tradition corrected and supplemented by Chr readings, but Chr is rather exactly what it has been believed to be all along, viz., a retelling of the history.
of Israel based on the Samuel text of its day and locality, i.e., post-exilic Judah (Palestine). The contribution of 4QSam² is that it provides us with an exemplar much closer than M to the Samuel textual basis used by the Chronicler.

Chapter VI analyzes the agreement and the disagreement of Josephus with 4QSam². Cross has published the "Jezebel" reading at 1 Sam 28:1 as "a rare instance when 4QSam and Josephus stand together against all other traditions,"¹⁵ and he has detected two further readings preserved only by 4Q and J, one of which is an original paragraph now lost from all other biblical manuscripts. Chapter VI extensively scrutinizes those three and demonstrates two additional readings preserved by 4QSam² and Josephus alone.

Equally significant is the fact that Josephus displays dependence on a Greek medium for three of those five readings. This means that just as some genuine Samuel readings have perished from the Massoretic tradition, so have some genuine Samuel readings perished from the Old Greek tradition, at times deliberately excised from G due to their non-correspondence to the altered Massoretic veritas. G explicitly joins the 4Q J alliance against M in 34 additional readings, of which 21 show specifically Greek influence on J, and 6 show precisely L influence on J. Eight further readings strengthen the case for 4Q L influence on J, where M and G diverge. And for its part, Chr joins the 4Q J alliance against M and G in 5 readings. Since 4Q or J dependence on Chr is untenable, the trustworthiness of Chr as a witness to the ancient Palestinian text of Samuel rises, since it may preserve genuine Samuel readings where 4QSam is lacking and M is corrupt.

The most frequent manner in which J departs from 4Q in favor of another biblical Vorlage is in his 11 agreements with G against 4Q and M. J does agree with M against 4Q in 5 readings, but in all five J agrees with L as well as with M and effectively depends on L. In fact, it can be said that, for all the portions of the Samuel text for which 4QSam² is extant, J shows no dependence on M specifically or on a Vorlage in the Hebrew language. He uses a slightly revised form of the QG, but that revised form is in the early stratum of the Lucianic tradition. J shows no connection with the specifically Kaire recensional stratum of the Kaire text or with the hexaplaric recension.

Complementary to chapters II-VI which study isolated readings and group them qualitatively into categories, chapters VII and VIII present a detailed analysis of the continuous text of 2 Sam 6, in order to provide a less dissected and more holistic feel for the texts of 4Q and J. The first part of chapter VII compares the Hebrew texts of 4Q, M, and Chr for those parts of 2 Sam 6 in which 4Q is both extant and at variance with either M or Chr. 4Q not only agrees with Chr slightly more often than it does with M, it shows a superior Hebrew text, followed closely by Chr and distantly by M. For only two words does G agree with M against 4Q; otherwise, G supports 4Q when it sides with M against Chr (to be expected for genuine Samuel readings) as well as when 4Q sides with Chr against M (highly significant, indicating genuine Egyptian-Palestinian Samuel readings).

The second part shows Josephus clearly distant from M but sharing an amazingly close affiliation with 4Q, scoring a 92% straight
agreement, 96% if allowance is made for the (demonstrated) fact that J's Vorlage was in a Greek form, and 100% if the minute difference is ignored in one proper name infected with rampant corruption in all traditions. Josephus' agreement with the Gc/pl text is very close: eight readings betray a specifically Greek Vorlage, while none clearly suggests a Hebrew Vorlage.

Chapter VIII begins by demonstrating that it was fully possible for Josephus to have used a Greek bible and that it would have been the logical and practical course of operation. Then the entire Greek text of Ant. VII.78-89 (= 2 Sam 6) is analyzed word by word to determine the language of its Vorlage. 31.1% of the J material is too ambiguous to point toward either a Hebrew or a Greek Vorlage, but another 31.1% mildly indicates a Greek Vorlage, 28.3% strongly indicates a Greek Vorlage, and the final 9.4% unequivocally confirms a Vorlage specifically in the Greek language. No evidence at all was uncovered which could be interpreted as clearly or even probably pointing to a Vorlage in Hebrew.

The final section, examining the one single expression in J which might suggest a Hebrew Vorlage, shows that there is a double weakness in that suggestion, apart from its unique stance in the face of overwhelming contrary evidence. Then the arguments of Mez, Rahlfs, Thackeray and Marcus for a Semitic Vorlage are reviewed for those readings where the 4QSam3 fragments are available. All except Rahlfs had agreed that the main source of J was a Greek bible though supplemented by a Hebrew or Aramaic bible; but, in the light shed by 4QSam3, the reexamination leaves not a single persuasive indication, even from Rahlfs, of a Hebrew Vorlage, primary or supplementary.

Josephus thus emerges as a highly important witness for the early form of the Greek text of Samuel, joining the group 4Q G L Ol Chr which often, especially when the Massoretic text is troubled, provides or points toward the original text of Samuel.

In summary, then, 4QSam3 is of immense value to Septuagint research. Its individual readings frequently provide the clue for understanding the history of the textual development of a passage. Since, however, those readings are not random but show a quite consistent textual tradition, 4QSam3 is a priceless touchstone for the general history of the Samuel (and Chronicles) text forms during the Second Temple period. The Hebrew textual tradition which it exhibits is very close to, though still distinct from, the Hebrew Vorlage of the original Greek translation of Samuel in Egypt. These two Hebrew traditions, on the other hand, are noticeably more distant from, and frequently superior to, the Massoretic Hebrew. The study of 4QSam3 and the Septuagint, therefore, both helps to sort out the ancient witnesses and to assess the comparative usefulness of the various scholarly contributions to the problems of the text of Samuel and the Septuagint. Due to its ancient documentation, 4QSam3 more solidly establishes the Septuagint, the Old Latin, Chronicles, and Josephus as important witnesses to the ancient text of Samuel. But more importantly, it acts as a control, evaluating and disciplining these witnesses for critical use in one of the books where the textus receptus stands most in need of this type of aid.
NOTES

1. In this 1975 dissertation, alluded to in the 1972 Proceedings of IOSCS, ed. Robert A. Kraft (SBL, 1972), pp. 9n and 123, is now available through Interlibrary Loan from: Widener Library/Harvard University/Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138/USA.


It should be stated explicitly that the present discussion throughout concerns only 1-2 Samuel, and specifically those parts of Samuel for which the 4QSam³ fragments survive.


13. The evidence for revisional/recensional activity in the early stratum of L requires more space than is available here. I shall assemble it in a future article; provisionally, see the dissertation, chapter III and passim.

14. In addition to the 143 readings from chapter II and the 35 readings from chapter III, four readings from chapter IV turn out to be 4Q-G agreements rather than disagreements, raising the total to 182.

15. HTR 57 (1964), 292-293.
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